Abstract. This paper analytically studies the performance of a synchronous conservative parallel discrete-event simulation protocol The class ot models considered simulates actwlty in a physical domain, and possesses a limited ability to prechct future behawor. Using a stochastic model, lt IS shown that as the volume of simulation activity in the model increases relative to a freed rchkcture, the complexity of the average per-event overhead due to synchronization, event list manipulation, lookahead calculations, and processor Idle time approaches the complexity of the average per-event overhead of a serial simulation, sometimes rapidly. The method IS therefore wlthm a constant factor of optimal.
Introduction

Model and Protocol
We now describe our model of discrete-event simulations more formally, and define the synchronization protocol.
In the discussions to follow every reference to "time" will be implicitly to simulation time; any reference to physical time will be explicitly described as such. 
The protocol is very simple. Define WI = O, and proceed as follows:
(1) Given w,,, the processors cooperatively determine 8(w.). (2) Each site may be simulated in parallel with all others until the time of the event with least time-stamp at that site is as large as 8(w. ). The processing of any begin event in this interval must include pre-sending the associated completion messages.
(3) Sites receive the messages sent during the processing of [w., 8(w,, ) ), select duration times for the associated caused activities, and insert events into their event lists.
(4) n = n + 1. Goto step (l).
The obvious question to ask of this protocol is whether the sites can safely process all events within a window. The protocol is safe if, once the window is established, no further messages with time-stamps less than the upper edge of the window will ever be sent. The following theorem establishes this fact:
Let [w., 8( w,,) ) be a window established by the protocol. Then etey completion message sent during the processing of [w,,, 8( w,,) ) has a time-stamp at least as large as S( w,,). 
Note that the expectations are not conditioned on .@'(w,,) = V, and that we only require the inequality to hold in the limit of n -~. It seems exceedingly difficult to formally establish this bound. Our analysis therefore proceeds by assuming its validity.
We continue the analysis by placing stochastic lower bounds on variables comprising the conditional (on .ti( w,, ) = V) expectation
As a first step, we note that
Next we put a stochastic lower bound on min{x,, LI'itek q~,(j)}. This random variable is complicated by the fact that ?~,c~) is a random set. For any giL'elz set Y, (J) The expectation on the right-hand-side of (10) is taken with respect to a distribution of random sets of activities found occurring at a window edge. One can equivalently view it as an expectation taken with respect to a random set of servers found busy at a window edge. Inequality (9) suggests we associate two exponential with each server~: ZJ and~(here binding j to the server rather than to the activity).
There is a one-to-one correspondence between a random subset of servers, and a random subset H G {(ZI, UI ), (Zz, Uz),... }. The left-hand-side of this inequality is identical to the right-hand-side of (10) The second condition ought to be satisfied if our intuition that w, = &, is correct. If the bound above holds, then, as the model size grows, the inequality A < aA~Y, will always hold. It follows that at least~~events are processed within each window on average, a number that grows without bound as A~Y, grows without bound. As a point of comparison, we assume that a serial implementation uses the best-known event-list management algorithm.
If there are T total events in the system on average, we let jl T) be the average complexity per operation of an optimized serial event-list algorithm. For example, there is some evidence that "calendar-queue" implementation has an average 0(1) complexity (i.e., ;(T) = 1) on the hold model [31. A number of other event list algorithms exhibiting fl(log T) average complexity are also commonly used [10] . We assume that the serial event-list algorithm permits the deletion of a nonminimal element without affecting the overall average complexity. This assumption is satisfied by the calendar queue implementation. We make the reasonable assumption that as the simulation model size is increased, T grows at least as rapidly as S, that is, T = 0(S).
Now consider a parallel simulation that uses our protocol. The requirement that completion notices be pre-sent may increase the average total number of events in event lists at a time. This represents a factor of two increase, at most.
In the complexity analysis to follow we need not explicitly concern ourselves with this constant factor increase.
One overhead suffered in the parallel simulation is the cost of computing c5,(w.) for each server S,. This value may change only when an event is inserted or deleted at S,'s site. A site with finite servers can recompute this value with 0(1) cost whenever its event list changes. A site with an infinite capacity server can organize the completion times of its pending activities in a priority queue using whatever event list algorithm is employed by the optimized serial implementation.
The minimum value in the priority queue defines 8,. 
' This can't rigorously he true,~incc events at the same site are evaluated on the same processor. It is a reasonable approxlmahon when JV IS large compared with P. We rely on the following results concerning hazard rate functions.
-If Ax(t) and jiy(t) are hazard rate functions for X and Y, and Ax(t) <~Y(t) for all t,then X >., Y.
-If Xl,.. ., X. are independent random variables with hazard rate functions Al(t),..., A,,(t), then the hazard rate function for min{Xl,. ... X,,} is simply -Z;=, A,(t). -If X has hazard rate function N t),then for any t and s, s < t, 'r{x>f'x>s} 'exd-lA@)du) 
ZP[f(t)< FP@w'A4
As this holds for every r >0, the lemma's conclusion follows. u
We now develop a lower bound on the expected minimum of a random number of variables, each variable being the sum of two exponential. LEMMA A2.
Let 9 = {(Zl, U1), (Zz, Uz),. . .,} be a countable set where Z, is exponential with rate Al, and U# is exponential with rate G,. Let all these random uariables be independent. Let B,, Bz, . . . be the set of finite subsets of F. Let B be a random set constricted by choosing B, with probability p,. Let 
